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Abstract: The present study was undertaken to approximate combining ability and broad sense heritability in
F  populations of diallel crosses of Brassica  napus L. at the University of Agriculture, Peshawar during2

growing season 2012-13. Data were recorded on various yield and yield related traits i.e. primary branches
plant , pods main raceme , pods plant , seeds pod , 1000-seed weight and seed yield plant . Breeding1 1 1 1 1

material comprised four parental genotypes along with their 12 F  populations. Analysis of variance exhibited2

significant (P 0.01) differences among the genotypes for all the studied traits. On the basis of mean
performance, parental genotype G6 was good general combiner for pods main raceme , primary branches1

plant , pods plant , seeds pod  and 1000-seed weight, while G9 had the highest GCA for seed yield plant .1 1 1 1

The cross G2 × G4 was the best specific combiner for primary branches plant , seeds pod  and seed yield1 1

plant , while population G4 × G6 showed maximum SCA for pods main raceme  and pods plant . Broad sense1 1 1

heritability estimates for studied traits were high for pods plant  (0.63), primary branches plant  (0.68), 1000-1 1

seed weight (0.74), seed yield plant  (0.80) and seeds pod  (0.96) while moderate for pods main raceme1 1 1

(0.44), suggesting the effectiveness of selection of these traits in different generations.  Most of the crosses
with positive SCA effects for yield components had at least one of parents with positive GCA effects.
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INTRODUCTION through import of 2.383 million ton, while in Pakistan,

Rapeseed and mustard are the main crops of genus thousand acres which  produced  203  thousand  tons
Brassica and family Brassicaceae or Cruciferae. Brassica seed with oil production of 61 thousand tons [3].
napus L. generally known as rapeseed, oilseed rape or Combining ability of the parents (GCA) and hybrids
canola is used as major vegetable oil source. It is one of (SCA) are used to enlighten the nature of gene action
the important agricultural crops mainly for its edible oil. concerned in the inheritance of traits [4]. Combining
Oil extracted from rapeseed ranks  third  after  soybean ability is a arithmetical technique used for analysis of
and palm in the world [1]. Brassica seed oil is known as diallel  crosses   in   a   universal  theoretical  form  [5].
the major basis of edible oil in Pakistan. In Pakistan, This important information can give an essential
Brassica stands second after cotton seed as source of implement for the rapeseed breeders in the selection of
vegetable oil [2]. At present, total edible oil  prerequisite better parental combination for further improvement [6, 7].
in the country is 3.079 million tons of which 0.696 million GCA is used to identify the average performance of a line
tons contributed by local production (34% of the in hybrid combination. SCA is used to point out those
requirement); while remaining requirement was met cases  in  which  definite  combinations   do comparatively

during 2010-2011, brassica was cultivated on 575
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superior or inferior than would be expected on the basis
of  the   mean    performance   of   the   lines   involved  [8].
Heritability is a mean of  transmissibility  of  characters
and  as such divides the total variation into its genetic
and environmental components [9, 10]. The higher the
heritability estimates the easy are the selection criteria.
Heritability is a proportion; its numerical value  varies
from 0.0 to 1.0 [11]. Keeping in view the significance of
edible oil in the country and role of brassica in local
oilseed production the current study was conducted with
the intend to discover the best general combiners and
their F populations on the basis of their general and2

specific combining ability for yield contributing traits and
to estimate heritability for various traits in segregating
generations of Brassica napus.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

This experiment was carried out to assess combining
ability and heritability for important characters in F2

populations of Brassica napus L. at the Research Farm of
the University of Agriculture, Peshawar during 2012-13.
Breeding material comprised of four Brassica napus L.
genotypes viz., G2, G4, G6, G9 and their 12 F  populations.2

The parental genotypes were genially provided by the
Prof. Dr. Weijun  ZHOU,  Zhejiang  University,  China.
The F populations were developed at the Department of1

Plant Breeding and Genetics, The University of
Agriculture, Peshawar in 2011-12.

All parents and their F  populations were assessed in2

RCB design in three replications. The rows spacing was
kept 60cm whereas, between plants as 20cm, while row
length was kept 4m. Each genotype was sown in two rows
in each replication. Data were recorded on 15 randomly
selected plants in each genotype for primary branches
plant , pods main raceme , pods plant , seeds pod ,1 1 1 1

1000-seed weight and seed yield plant .1

Statistical Analysis
Analysis of Variance: The data were statistically analyzed
according to Steel and Torrie [12], while mean separation
was carried out through LSD test at 5% level of
probability. The estimates of GCA and SCA effects were
computed according to model-I method-II of Griffing [5].

General Combining Ability (GCA):

Table 1: List of genotypes used in the study
Genotypes Codes Source
G2 DH-1136-4-4
G4 DH-1136-1-117
G6 DH-1147-2-26
G9 DH-1209-15-67

Specific combining ability (SCA)

Reciprocal effects (REC):

Heritability : Variances components and heritability(B.S)

estimates were calculated by the following formula
proposed by Singh and Chowdhury [13];

whereas,

 = Genotypic variance for a trait.2
g

 = Phenotypic variance for a trait.2
p

h  = Broad sense heritability for a trait.2
 (BS)

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Primary Branches Plant : The number of primary1

branches is directly related with the final yield in brassica
hence positive combining ability is preferred. The mean
squares showed highly significant (P 0.01) GCA and SCA
effects for primary branches (Table 2). These outcomes
suggest the importance of both additive and non-additive
gene actions in the inheritance of primary branches.
Similar results were reported by Arifullah et al. [14], who
revealed the importance of both additive and non-additive
genetic effects for primary branches in Brassica juncea L..
Relative magnitude of non-additive gene effects was
predominant in controlling the inheritance of primary
branches plant . Due to presence of adequate amount of1

variability for said trait selection would more effective to
obtain maximum number of branches plant . A perusal of1

general combining ability effects of parents indicated that
G2 was the best general combiner as it acquired the
maximum GCA (0.33) for primary branches plant 1

followed  by G6 (0.25) (Table 3). Among the F  crosses, G22
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Table 2: Mean squares for ANOVA and combining ability of various yield contributing traits in 4×4 diallel crosses of Brassica napus conducted at The
University of Agriculture, Peshawar during 2012-13

ANOVA COMBINING ABILITY
---------------------------------------------------------------- ------------------------------------------------------------------------

Parameters GMS EMS CV% GCA SCA Gene action
Primary branches plant 4.07** 0.55 16.44 0.98** 2.00** Non additive1

Pods main raceme 206.56** 61.66 17.18 55.31 85.13** Non additive1 ns

Pods plant 18521.04** 3011.96 17.87 2296.36 11468.85** Non additive1 ns

Seed pod 11.04** 0.17 3.25 1.99** 5.13** Non additive1

1000 -seed weight 2.52** 0.27 10.39 1.56** 0.77** Additive
Seed yield plant 66.42** 5.20 16.72 31.48** 27.84** Additive1

** Significant at P 0.01, * significant at P 0.05 and ns = Non significant

Table 3: Estimates of GCA effects for various yield contributing traits in 4×4 diallel crosses of Brassica napus conducted at The University of Agriculture,
Peshawar during 2012-13

Parameter G2 G4 G6 G9
Primary branches 0.33 -0.42 0.25 -0.16
Pods main raceme -3.65 1.33 2.37 -0.051

Pods plant -16.06 -6.51 23.66 -1.091

Seeds pod 0.12 0.21 0.48 -0.691

1000-seed weight 0.19 0.04 0.39 -0.63
Seed yield plant -0.23 2.4 -2.43 0.271

Table 4: Estimates of SCA effects for various yield contributing traits in 4×4 diallel crosses of Brassica napus conducted at The University of Agriculture,
Peshawar during 2012-13
Parameters G2×G4 G2×G6 G2×G9 G4×G6 G4×G9 G6×G9
Primary branches 1.34 -0.41 0.3 0.62 0.19 0.19
Pods main raceme 5.2 1.84 0.6 6.81 -1.7 -1.71

Pods plant 81.2 -5.86 23.38 82.98 -24.55 -24.551

Seeds pod 1.08 -0.69 -0.93 -2.31 -0.28 -0.281

1000-seed weight -0.24 0.27 -0.57 -0.32 0.33 0.33
Seed yield plant 1.64 1.24 -1.67 -2.71 -3.61 -3.611

Table 5: Variance components and heritability  for various yield contributing traits in 4×4 diallel crosses of Brassica napus conducted at The University(BS)

of Agriculture, Peshawar during 2012-13
Parameters Vg Ve Vp h2

Primary branches 1.17 0.55 1.72 0.68
Pods main raceme 48.30 61.66 109.96 0.441

Pods plant 5169.69 3011.96 8181.65 0.631

Seeds pod 3.62 0.17 3.79 0.961

1000-seed weight 0.75 0.27 1.02 0.74
Seed yield plant 20.41 5.20 25.61 0.801

× G4 was the best specific combination it showed the their parents had positive GCA effects for primary
maximum SCA (1.34) followed by G4 × G6 (0.62) and G2 × branches. In other studies of Thakur and Sagwal [19] and
G9 (0.30) (Table 4). The present findings are in agreement Rameah et al. [20] reported similar results. Therefore, GCA
with the findings of Maurya et al. [15] and Singh et al. effects can be considered as a good criterion for
[16] in Brassica juncea L. they found significant GCA and prediction of SCA effects for primary branches.
SCA  effects for primary branches plant  and revealed Genetic and environmental variances for primary1

the importance of both additive and non-additive gene branches plant  were 1.17 and 0.55 respectively, while
actions.  Azizinia  [17]  revealed  significant GCA effects heritability (bs) was 0.68 (Table 5). Our results are in
in Brassica napus L. genotypes for primary branches agreement with the earlier work of Fahimullah et al. [21]
plant suggested the presence of additive gene action. who found high heritability for primary branches plant1

Singh et al. [18] found significant SCA effects in Brassica in Brassica napus.
juncea  for  the  same  trait indicated  the  presence of
non-additive gene action. Cross combinations G2 × G4, G2 Pods Main Raceme : The mean squares due to general
× G9, G4 × G6 and G6 × G9 with positive SCA effects for combining ability and  specific  combining  ability
primary branches. Among these crosses, at least one of revealed  that  GCA  effects  were  non-significant (P>0.05)

1

1

1
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while, significant (P 0.01) for SCA effects (Table 2). Genetic and environmental variances for pods plant
These results revealed the preponderance of non-additive were 5169.69 and 3011.96 respectively, while heritability
component of gene actions in the expression of pods main (bs) was 0.63 (Table 5). Chaghakaboodi et al. [29] noted
raceme . Selection would bring desirable improvement high broad sense heritability in Brassica napus L. while1

due to the presence of maximum variability. G6 was best Sabaghnia et al. [27] reported low heritability for pod
general combiner having maximum GCA effects (2.37) for plant  in Brassica napus L..
pods main raceme  followed by G4 (1.33) (Table 3).1

Among the F  populations G4 × G6 were the best specific Seeds Pod : In brassica seed pod  is the important2

combiner for the said trait having maximum SCA (6.81) parameter of seed yield hence positive GCA and SCA
followed by G2 × G4 (5.2) (Table 4). Our results are similar effects are desirable. Combining ability analysis showed
with the findings of Rameeh [22] on rapeseed, who found highly significant (P 0.01) differences for GCA and SCA
significant GCA and SCA effects for pods main raceme effects (Table 2). These findings indicate the presence of1

Gupta et al. [23] and Singh et al. [18] suggested both additive and non-additive gene actions but non-
significant GCA and SCA effects in Brassica juncea and additive was more predominant in the expression of seeds
revealed the presence of both additive and non-additive pod . Akbar et al. [30] found significant GCA and SCA
gene actions for pods main raceme . Cross combination effects for seeds pod  in Brassica napus. The presence1

G4 × G6 with positive SCA effects for pods main raceme of considerable variability suggesting that selection will1

and both of their parents had positive GCA effects for the be effective in coming generations. G6 was the best
same trait. Therefore, GCA effects can be considered as a general combiner among parental genotypes as it showed
good criterion for prediction of SCA effects for pods main the highest GCA (0.48) followed by G4 (0.21) for seeds
raceme . pod  (Table 3). F cross “G2 × G4” was the best specific1

Genetic and environmental variances for pods main combiner for seed pod  having maximum SCA of 1.08
raceme  were 48.30 and 61.66 respectively, while (Table 4). Our results are further elaborated by the1

heritability (bs) was moderate i.e. 0.44 (Table 5). Rameeh findings of Rameeh [31] who found significant GCA and
[24] found low broad sense heritability while, Zare and SCA effects for seed pod  in Brassica napus. Arifullah
Sharafzadeh [25] found high broad sense heritability for et al. [14] reported the presence of both additive and non-
the pods main raceme  in Brassica napus L. additive gene actions for seed pod  in Brassica juncea.1

Pods Plant : Combining ability analysis revealed that were 3.62 and 0.17 respectively, while heritability (bs) was1

GCA effects were non-significant (P>0.05) whereas highly 0.96 (Table 5). Our results are in agreement with the
significant (P 0.01) for SCA (Table 2). Similar findings findings of Fahimullah et al. [21] who reported high
were reported by Turi et al. [26] on Brassica juncea, who heritability for seed pod  in Brassica napus. Sabaghnia
found significant SCA effects for pods plant . These et al. [27] reported low broad sense heritability for seed1

results showed the importance of non-additive pod  in rapeseed.
component of gene actions in controlling pods plant .1

Among parents G6 was the best general combiner as it 1000-Seed Weight (g): The mean squares including GCA
obtained the maximum GCA effects (23.66) for pods and SCA were highly significant (P 0.01) for 1000-seed
plant  (Table 3). Among the F  populations, G4 × G6 was weight similar with the findings of Gupta et al. [23] on1

2

the best specific combination as it  revealed  the  high Brassica juncea. These findings suggest the role of both
SCA effects (82.98) tracked by G2 × G4 (81.20) (Table 4). additive and non-additive gene actions but relative
The above given discussion suggesting that selection magnitude of additive gene action was greater in the
would give fruitful improvement in this character due to inheritance of 1000-seed weight. 1000-seed weight is one
the presence of significant variations. These findings are of the yield associated trait in brassica hence, positive
verified by Rameeh [22] and Sabaghnia et al. [27] in combining ability effect is desirable. Genotype G6 was the
Brassica napus, Dar et al. [28]  in  Brassica  rapa  L.  they best general combiner among the parents as it gained the
found significant GCA and SCA effects for pods plant maximum GCA (0.39) for 1000-seed weight (Table 3).1

and reported the role of both additive and non-additive Among the F populations, G4 × G9 and G6 × G9 were the
gene actions for the said trait. Azizinia [17] found best specific combinations, indicated the maximum SCA
significant GCA effects suggested the presence of (0.33) (Table 4). Due to considerable variability for GCA
additive gene action for pods plant  in rapeseed. and SCA among parents and F populations selection will1

1

1

1 1

1

1

1
2

1

1

1

Genetic and environmental variances for seeds pod 1

1

1

2

2
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be fruitful in coming generations. Our results are in of  the   present   investigation  of  different  parameters
conformity to the earlier findings of Azizinia [17] and are  in   conformity  with  the  findings  of  Rameeh  [24]
Rameeh [22] they quantified significant GCA and SCA and  Patel  and  Vyas  [34]  they   found  high heritability
effects and reported the control of both  additive  and for  seed   yield   plant   in  oilseed  rape (Brassica
non-additive genetic effects for 1000-seed weight in napus L.).
rapeseed. Arifullah et al. [14] also found significant GCA
and SCA effects for 1000-seed weight in Brassica juncea CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
L. Akbar et al. [30] reported non-significant GCA and
SCA effects and reported the absence of both additive From the present study the following conclusions
and non-additive genetic effects for 1000-seed weight in have been derived;
Brassica napus. The results revealed that there was significant

Genetic and environmental variances for 1000-seed genotypic variation among the genotypes for the studied
wright were 0.75 and 0.27 respectively, while heritability characters. Combining ability studies revealed importance
(bs) was 0.74 (Table 5). Our results are parallel with the of additive and non-additive genetic effects. Parent G6
findings of Zare and Sharafzadeh [25] and Aytac and was found as the best general combiner and could be
Kinaci [32] also reported high heritability for 1000-seed in used as donor parent for the improvement of important
Brassica napus which is corroborated of the present traits including pods main raceme , pods plant , seeds
study. pod  and 1000-seed weight. The cross G2 × G4 holds

Seed Yield Plant (g): The variance due to GCA and SCA primary branches, seeds pod  and seed yield plant .1

(Table 2) was highly significant (P 0.01) and GCA Most of the crosses with positive SCA effects for yield
variance is greater than SCA variance for seed yield components had at least one of parents with positive
plant  Oghan et al. [33] on Brassica napus, Turi et al. GCA effects, therefore GCA effects can be considered as1

[26]  on   Brassica  juncea  recorded  similar  results. a good criterion for prediction of SCA effects for these
These finding revealed the importance of both additive traits. Seeds pod  and seed yield plant  were the
and non-additive gene actions for controlling this trait, variables with maximum potential for selection for seed
whereas additive gene action play greater role. Seed yield yield improvement because these traits possessed high
is a quantitative character and several types of genetic broad sense heritability.
controls could be expected for it. It is one of the vital yield
associated factor in brassica. Due to presence of REFERENCES
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